Integration of information from multiple cameras is essential in television production or intelligent surveillance systems. We propose an autonomous system for personalized production of basketball videos from multi-sensored data under limited display resolution. The problem consists in selecting the right view to display among the multiple video streams captured by the investigated camera network. A view is defined by the camera index and the parameters of the image cropped within the selected camera. We propose criteria for optimal planning of viewpoint coverage and camera selection. Perceptual comfort is discussed as well as efficient integration of contextual information, which is implemented by smoothing generated viewpoint/camera sequences to alleviate flickering visual artifacts and discontinuous story-telling artifacts. We design and implement the estimation process and verify it by experiments, which shows that our method efficiently reduces those artifacts.
Introduction
The Autonomous Production of Images based on Distributed and Intelligent Sensing (APIDIS) project tends to provide a solution to generate personalized contents for improved visual representation of controlled scenarios such as sports television and surveillance, where image quality and perceptual comfort are as essential as efficient integration of contextual information [1] . Based on contextual information provided by conventional video analysis tools, e.g., activity detection and object tracking, we consider autonomous production of personalized video sequences from multiple fixed camera views, under limited display resolution and various user preferences. Since we consider a few cameras with quite heterogeneous lens and scene coverage, most of the state-of-the-art free-viewpoint synthesis methods produce blurred results in this situation [2, 3] . We thus consider selecting a camera view and its cropping parameters, rather than synthesizing a freeviewpoint scene. Two important topics we deal with are: (i) how to select optimal viewpoints, i.e., cropping parameters in a given camera, so that they are tailored to limited display resolution and (ii) how to smooth camera/viewpoint sequences to remove production artifacts. Production artifacts consist of both visual artifacts, which mainly means flickering effects due to shaking or fast zoom in/out of viewpoints, and story-telling artifacts such as the discontinuity of story caused by fast camera switching and dramatic viewpoint movement.
Data fusion of multiple cameras has been widely discussed in the literature. Those previous works could be roughly classified into three major categories according to their various purposes. Methods in the first category deal with camera calibration and intelligent camera controlling by integrating contextual information of the multi-camera environment [4] . Reconstruction of 3D scene from multiple cameras is also a hot topic [5] . The third category uses multiple cameras to solve certain problems such as occlusion in various applications, e.g., people tracking [6] or arbitrary viewpoint video synthesis [2] . All these works focus much on the extraction of important contextual information, but consider little on visual quality of their outputs, such as those artifacts mentioned above.
Regarding autonomous video production, there are some methods proposed in the literature for selecting the most representative area from a standalone image. Suh et al. [7] defined the optimal cropping region as the minimum rectangle which contained saliency over a given threshold, where the saliency was computed by the visual attention model [8] . In Ref. [9] , another attention model based method was proposed, where they discussed more the optimal shifting path of attention than the decision of viewpoint. In contrast, our method considers automatic adaptation of viewpoint size with respect to display resolution as well as determination of viewpoint center.
One most similar work is given in Ref. [10] , where an automatic production system for soccer videos was proposed and viewpoint selection based on scene understanding was also discussed. How-ever, their system only switches viewpoints among three fixed shot sizes according to several fixed rules, which leads to uncomfortable visual artifacts due to dramatic changing of shot sizes. Furthermore, they only discussed the single-camera case.
Targeting the producing of semantically meaningful and perceptually comfortable contents from raw multi-sensored data, we propose a computationally efficient production system, based on the paradigm of divide-and-conquer. We summarize major factors of our target by three keywords, which are ''completeness", ''closeness" and ''smoothness". Completeness stands for the integrity of view rendering. Closeness defines the fineness of detail description, and smoothness is a term referring to the continuity of both viewpoint movement and story telling. By trading off among those factors, we develop methods for selecting optimal viewpoints and cameras to fit the display resolution and other user preferences, and for smoothing these sequences for a continuous and graceful story-telling. There are a long list of possible user preferences, such as user's profile, user's browsing history, and device capabilities. We summarize narrative preferences into four descriptors, i.e., user preferred team, user-preferred player, user preferred event, and user preferred camera. All device constraints, such as display resolution, network speed, decoder's performance, are abstracted as the preferred display resolution and video length. Since preferences on video length and events are related to frame selection which is not considered in video production, we consider four user preferences on camera, device resolution, player and team in this paper.
The capability to take those preferences into account obviously depends on the knowledge captured about the scene through video analysis tools, e.g., detecting which team is offending or defending. However and more importantly, it is worth mentioning that our framework is generic in that it can include any kind of user preferences.
In Section 2, we explain the estimation framework of both selection and smoothing of viewpoints and camera views, and give their detailed formulation and implementation. In Section 3, more technical details are given and experiments are made to verify the efficiency of our system. We then further clarify the advantage of our system by comparing it to related works in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this work and list a number of possible paths for future research.
Autonomous production of personalized basketball videos from multi-sensored data
Although it is difficult to define an absolute rule to evaluate the performance of organized stories and determined viewpoints in presenting a generic scenario, production of sport videos has some general principles [11] . For basketball games, we summarize these rules into three major trade-offs.
The first trade-off arises from the personalization of the production. Specifically, it originates from the conflict between preserving general production rules of sports videos and maximizing satisfaction of user preferences. Some basic rules of video production for basketball games could not be sacrificed for better satisfaction of user preferences, e.g., the scene must always include the ball, and well balanced weighting should be taken between the dominant player and the user-preferred player when rendering an event.
The second trade-off is the balance between completeness and closeness of the rendered scene. The intrinsic interest of basketball games partially comes from the complexity of team working, whose clear description requires spatial completeness in camera coverage. However, many highlighted activities usually happen in a specific and bounded playing area. A close view emphasizing those areas increases the emotional involvement of the audience with the play, by moving the audience closer to the scene. Closeness is also required to generate a view of the game with sufficient spatial resolution under a situation with limited resources, such as small display size or limited bandwidth resources of handheld devices.
The final trade-off balances accurate pursuit of actions of interest along the time, and smoothness of viewpoint movement. The need for the audience to know the general situation regarding the game throughout the contest is a primary requirement and main purpose of viewpoint switching. When we mix angles of different cameras for highlighting or other special effects, smoothness of camera switching should be kept in mind to help the audience to rapidly re-orient the play situation after viewpoint movements [11] .
Given the meta-data gathered from multi-sensor video data, we plan viewpoint coverage and camera switching by considering the above three trade-offs. We give an overview of our production framework in Section 2.1, and introduce some notations on meta-data in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we propose our criteria for selecting viewpoint and camera on an individual frame. Smoothing of viewpoint and camera sequences is explained in Section 2.4.
Overview of the production framework
It is unavoidable to bring discontinuity to story-telling contents when switching camera views. In order to suppress the influence of this discontinuity, we usually locate dramatic viewpoint or camera switching during the gap between two highlighted events, to avoid possible distraction of the audience from the story. Hence, we can envision our personalized production in the divide-and-conquer paradigm, as shown in Fig. 1 . The whole story is first divided into several segments. Optimal viewpoints and cameras are determined locally within each segment by trading off between benefits and costs under specified user preferences. Furthermore, estimation of optimal camera or viewpoints is performed in a hierarchical structure. The estimation phase takes bottom-up steps from all individual frames to the whole story. Starting from a standalone frame, we optimize the viewpoint in each individual camera view, determine the best camera view from multiple candidate cameras under the selected viewpoints, and finally organize the whole story. When we need to render the story to the audience, a topdown processing is taken, which first divide the video into nonoverlapped segments. Corresponding frames for each segment are then picked up, and are displayed on the target device with specified cameras and viewpoints.
Intrinsic hierarchical structure of basketball games provides reasonable grounds for the above vision, and also gives clues on segment separation. As shown in Fig. 2 , a game is divided by rules into a sequence of non-overlapped ball-possession periods. A ballpossession period is the period of game when the same team holds the ball and makes several trials of scoring. Within each period, several events might occur during the offence/defence process. According to whether the event is related to the 24-s shot clock, events in a basketball game could be classified as clock-events and non-clock-events. Clock-events will not overlap with each other, while non-clock-events might overlap with both clock-/ non-clock-events. In general, one ball-possession period is a rather fluent period and requires the period-level continuity of viewpoint movement.
In this paper, we first define the criteria for evaluating viewpoints and cameras on each individual frame. Camera-wise smoothness of viewpoints is then applied to all frames within each ball-possession period. Based on determined viewpoints, a camera sequence is selected and smoothed.
Meta-data and user preference
Input data fed into our system include video data, associated meta-data, and user preferences. Let's assume that we have gathered a database of basketball video sequences, which are captured simultaneously by K different cameras. All cameras are loosely synchronized and produce the same number of frames, i.e., N frames, for each camera. On the ith frame captured at time t i ; M i different salient objects, denoted by fo im jm ¼ 1; . . . ; M i g, are detected in total from all camera views. We have two kinds of salient objects defined. The first class includes regions for players, referees, and the ball, which are used for scene understanding. The second class includes the basket, coach bench, and some landmarks of the court, which are used in both scene understanding and camera calibration. Objects of the first class are automatically extracted from the scene typically based on background subtraction algorithm [12, 13] , while those from the second class are manually labeled because their positions are constant on fixed cameras. In the literature, many previous works have been done on automatic detection of people [14] [15] [16] [17] . By further utilizing the information in our controlled scenario with fixed cameras, several dedicated player detectors with high detection rate have been successfully implemented for the APIDIS project [18] [19] [20] . Results presented in this paper have been generated based on the positions detected by Ref. [18] . We define the mth salient object as o im ¼ ½o kim jk ¼ 1; . . . ; K, where o kim is the mth salient object in the kth camera.
All salient objects are represented by regions of interest. A region r is a set of pixel coordinates that are belonging to this region. If o im does not appear in the kth camera view, we set o kim to the empty set /. With r 1 and r 2 being two arbitrary regions, we first define several elemental functions on one or two regions as
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Visibility :
Distance :
which will be used in our later sections.
Furthermore, we define user preference by a parameter set u, which includes both narrative and restrictive preferences, such as favorites and device capabilities. As mentioned in Section 1, we mainly consider four user preferences, i.e., the preferred camera, the preferred player, the preferred team and the preferred device resolution. Accordingly, u includes four descriptors for user preferences on camera, player, team and device resolution, respectively. The descriptors will be formally defined in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Selection of camera and viewpoints on individual frames
For simplicity, we put aside the smoothing problem in the first step, and start by considering the selection of a proper viewpoint on each standalone frame. We use the following two subsections to explain our solution to this problem from two aspects, i.e., evaluation of various viewpoints on the same camera view and evaluation of different camera views.
Computation of optimal viewpoints in each individual camera
Although evaluation of viewpoint is a highly subjective task that still lacks an objective rule, we have some basic requirements on our viewpoint selection. It should be computational efficient, and should be adaptable under different device resolutions. For a device with high display resolution, we usually prefer a complete view of the whole scene. When the resolution is limited due to device or channel constraints, we have to sacrifice part of the scene for improved representation of local details. For an object just next to the viewpoint border, it should be included to improve overall completeness of story-telling if it shows high relevance to the current event in later frames, and it should be excluded to prevent the viewpoint sequence from oscillating if it always appears around the border. In order to keep a safe area to deal with this kind of object, we prefer that visible salient objects inside the determined viewpoint are closer to the center while invisible objects should be driven away from the border of viewpoint, as far as possible.
We let the viewpoint for scene construction in the ith frame of the kth camera be v ki . Viewpoint v ki is defined as a rectangular region. For natural representation of the scene, we limit the aspect ratio of all viewpoints to be the same aspect ratio of the display device. Therefore, for each v ki , we have only three free parameters, i.e., the horizontal center v kix , the vertical center v kiy , and the width v kiw , to tune. Individual optimal viewpoint is obtained by maximizing the interest gain of applying viewpoint v ki to the ith frame of the kth camera, which is defined as a weighted sum of attentional interests from all visible salient objects in that frame, i.e.,
where Iðo kim juÞ is the interest of a salient object o kim under user preference u, which is mainly determined by preferred player u and preferred team u TM in u. In the present paper, pre-defined interest function Iðo kim juÞ will give different weighting according to different values of u, which reflects narrative user preferences. For instance, a player specified by the audience is assigned a higher interest than a player not specified, and the ball is given the highest interest so that it is always included in the scene. We will explain a practical setting of Iðo kim juÞ with more details in the next section.
We define w kim ðv ki ; uÞ to weight the attentional significance of a single object within a viewpoint. Mathematically, we take w kim ðv ki ; uÞ in a form as follows:
where we use u DEV to denote limitation of current device resolution in user preference u. Our definition of w kim ðv ki ; uÞ consists of three major parts: the exponential part which controls the concentrating strength of salient objects around the center according to the pixel resolution of device display; the zero-crossing part Vðo kim jv ki Þ which separates positive interests from negative interests at the border of viewpoint; and the appended fraction part ln Aðv ki Þ, which calculates the density of interests to evaluate the closeness, is set as a logarithm function. Note that Vðo kim jv ki Þ is positive only when salient object o kim is fully contained inside viewpoint v ki , which shows the tendency of keeping a salient object intact in viewpoint selection. As shown in Fig. 3 , the basic idea of our definition is to change the relative importance of completeness and closeness by tuning the sharpness of central peak and modifying the length of tails. When u DEV is small, the exponential part decays quite fast, which tends to emphasize objects closer to the center and ignore objects outside the viewpoint. When u DEV gets larger, penalties for invisible objects are increased, which is on incentive to be complete and to display all salient objects. Therefore, I ki ðv ki juÞ describes the trade-off between completeness (displaying as much objects as possible) and fineness (rendering the objects with a higher resolution) of scene description in individual frames.
A viewpoint that maximizes I ki ðv ki juÞ drives visible objects closer to the center and leads to greater separations of invisible objects from the center. We compute optimal viewpoint b v ki individually for each frame bŷ
We perform a grid search on each frame, by first fixing the viewpoint center and then searching for its corresponding optimal viewpoint width. It is easy to prove that the optimal maximum could only occur right after including a new salient object into the viewpoint. If there are M salient objects, we only need to test M different widths to find the optimal viewpoint size for a given position. Therefore, if each image is of size W Â H pixels, the overall computation complexity for processing N images is OðNWHMÞ. In our implementation, we further use a sparse grid with cell size being 16 Â 12 pixels and restrict the searching area of viewpoint center to the minimum rectangle including all salient objects, which linearly speeds up the computation to 30 FPS. Some examples of optimalv ki under different display resolution are given in Fig. 4 .
Selection of camera views for a given frame
Although we use data from multiple sensors, what really matters is not the number of sensors or their positioning, but the way we utilize those viewpoints to produce a unified virtual viewpoint which takes a good balance between local emphasis of details and global overview of scenarios. Since it is difficult to generate high-quality free viewpoint videos with the state-of-art methods, we only consider selecting a camera view from all presented cameras in the present work to make our system more generic. We define c ¼ fc i g as a camera sequence, where c i denotes the camera index for the ith frame. A trivial understanding in evaluating a camera view is that all salient objects should be clearly rendered with few occlusions and high resolution. For the ith frame in the kth camera, we define occlusion rate of salient objects as the normalized ratio of the united area of salient objects with respect to the sum of their individual area, i.e.,
where S m x m calculates the union of all bounding boxes fx m g. We use N ki ðv ki Þ ¼ P m;o kim \v ki -/ 1 to represent the number of visible objects inside viewpoint v ci . To normalize the occlusion ratio against various numbers of salient objects in different frames, we rescale R OC ki ðv ki Þ into the range of 0-1 by applying N ki ðv ki Þ=ðN ki ðv ki Þ À 1Þ. We define the closeness of salient objects as average pixel areas used for rendering objects, i.e.,
Fig . 3 . Attentional weighting function proposed in the present work. We trade-off between closeness and completeness by controlling the tail and the peak sharpness of the weighting function.
Also we define the completeness of this camera view as the percentage of included salient objects, i.e.,
Accordingly, the interest gain of choosing the kth camera for the ith frame is evaluated by I i ðkjv ki ; uÞ, which reads,
We weights the support of user preference on camera u CAM to camera k by w k ðuÞ, which assigns a higher value to camera k if it is specified by the user and assigns a lower value if it is not specified. We then define the probability of taking the kth camera for the ith frame under fv ki g as Pðc i ¼ kjv ki ; uÞ I i ðkjv ki ; uÞ
Generation of smooth viewpoint/camera sequences
A video sequence with individually optimized viewpoints will have obvious fluctuations, which leads to uncomfortable visual artifacts. We solve this problem by generating a smooth moving sequence of both cameras and viewpoints based on their individual optima. We use a graph in Fig. 5 to explain this estimation procedure, which covers two steps of the whole system, i.e., camerawise smoothing of viewpoint movements and generation of a smooth camera sequence based on determined viewpoints. At first, we takev ki as observed data and assume that they are noise-distorted outputs of some underlying smooth results v ki . We use statistical inference to recover one smooth viewpoint sequence for each camera. Taking camera-gains of those derived viewpoints into consideration, we then generate a smooth camera sequence.
Camera-wise smoothing of viewpoint movement
We start from the smoothness of viewpoint movement on a video from the same camera. There are two contradictory strengths that drive the optimization of viewpoint movement: on one hand, optimized viewpoints should be closer to the optimal viewpoint of each individual frame; on the other hand, inter-frame smoothness of viewpoints prevents dramatic switching from occurring. Accordingly, we model smooth viewpoint movement as a Gaussian Markov Random Field (MRF), where the camera-wise smoothness is modeled as the priori of viewpoint configuration, i.e.,
where N i is the neighborhood of the ith frame, while a conditional distribution
describes the noise that produces the final results. We add a parameter b ki to control the flexibility of current frame in smoothing. A smaller b ki can be set to increase the tendency of current frame in approaching its locally optimal viewpoint. Estimation of optimal viewpoints fv ki g is done by maximizing the posterior probability of fv ki g over observed fv ki g, i.e., Pðfv ki gju; fv ki gÞ, which is expressed by a Gibbs canonical distribution [21] , i.e.,
Pðfv ki gju; fv ki gÞ ¼ expfÀH
In statistical physics, the optimal configuration of largest posterior probability is determined by minimizing the following free energy [22] :
where hxi ¼ P fv ki g xPðfv ki gju; fv ki gÞ is the expectation value of a quantity x. We then form the following criterion by considering the normalization constraint of Pðfv ki gju; fv ki gÞ as:
Pðfv ki gju; fv ki gÞÞ ð19Þ
where g is a Lagrangian multiplier. We use the Mean-field approx- þ ln Pðv kix ju; fv ki gÞ À g: 
Since it is a Gaussian distribution whose mean value has the maximized probability, the optimal viewpoint for v kix is solved as
with optimal results for v kiy and v kiw also given by similar derivation. We use v 
Smoothing of camera sequence
A smooth camera sequence will be generated from determined viewpoints. For simplicity, we use q ki log Pðc i ¼ kjv Ã ki ; uÞ to shorten the formulation, which is computed by using Eq. (11) . We have to trade-off between minimizing camera switching and maximizing the overall gain of cameras. We use another MRF to model these two kinds of strengths. The smoothness of camera sequence is modeled by a Gibbs canonical distribution, which reads,
where a ij is a parameter to normalize the relative strength of smoothing with respect to the size of neighborhood, which reads
c is a hyper-parameter for controlling the smoothing strength. We use Mean-field approximation again to achieve the optimal estimation, which reads that
We omit the detailed derivation and only show the final result, which derives that the marginal probability of taking camera k for the ith frame is
where hxi C ¼ P fc i g xPðfc i gjfv Ã ki g; uÞ is the expectation value of a quantity x. The smoothing process is performed by iterating the following fixed-point rule until reaching convergence:
After convergence, we select the camera which maximizes hd ci;k i C , i.e.,
Experimental results and discussions
We organized a data-acquisition in the city of Namur, Belgium, under real game environment, where seven cameras were used to record four games. All those videos are publicly distributed in the website of APIDIS project [1] and more detailed explanation about the acquisition settings could be found in Ref. [23] . Briefly, those cameras are all Arecont Vision AV2100M IP cameras, whose positions in the basketball court are shown in Fig. 6 . The fish-eye lenses used for the top-view cameras are Fujinon FE185C086HA-1 lenses. Frames from seven cameras were all sent to a server, where the arrival time of each frame was used in synchronizing different cameras. In Fig. 7 , samples images from all the seven cameras are given. Due to the limited number of cameras, we set most of the cameras to cover the left court. As a result, we will mainly focus on the left court to investigate the performance of our system in personalized production of sports videos.
In Section 3.1, we use manually annotated meta-data as ground-truth to investigate the behavior of the system under different parameters. We then test the robustness of our system against incomplete meta-data in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, positions are computed automatically using Ref. [18] . Clock signals are monitored to segment the sequence into shots that are independently produced.
Since video production still lacks an objective rule for performance evaluation, many parameters are heuristically determined based on subjective evaluation. We defined several salient objects and relationship between object type and interest is given in Table 1 . If the user shows special interests on one salient object, the weight will be multiplied by a factor 1.2. For viewpoint smoothing, we set all b ki to 1 for camera-wise viewpoint smoothing in the following experiments. We also let r 1x ¼ r 1y ¼ r 1w ¼ r 1 and r 2x ¼ r 2y ¼ r 2w ¼ r 2 .
Behavior of our system
We first investigate the behavior of our system under different parameters to verify their efficiency and the correctness of implementation. A short video clip with about 1200 frames is used to demonstrate behavioral characteristics of our system, especially its adaptivity under limited display resolution. This clip covers three ball-possession periods and includes five events in total. In Fig. 8 , we show time spans of all events, whose most highlighted moments are also marked out by red solid lines. We will explore the efficiency of each individual processing step of our method, and then make an overall evaluation based on finally generated outputs. Due to the page limitation, numerical results are given and depicted by graphs in the present paper while their corresponding videos are only available in the website of APIDIS project [1] . Reviewers are invited to download video samples produced based on different user preferences to subjectively evaluate the efficiency and relevance of the proposed approach.
We start from investigating the performance of our method for individual selection of viewpoints. Camera-wise sequences of automatically determined viewpoints by our method are shown in Fig. 9 , where widths of optimal viewpoints under three different display resolutions, i.e., 160 Â 120, 320 Â 240, and 640 Â 480 are displayed for all the seven cameras. Weak viewpoint smoothing has been applied to improve the readability of generated videos, where the smoothing strength is set to r 2 =r 1 ¼ 4. From comparison of results under three different display resolutions, the most obvious finding is that a higher display resolution leads to a larger viewpoint width while a lower display resolution prefers a smaller viewpoint size, just as we have expected from our selection criterion. Since cameras 1, 6, and 7 only cover half the court, their sizes of viewpoints will be fixed when all players are in the other half court, which explains the flat segments in their corresponding sub-graphs. From the video data, we could further confirm that even when the display resolution is very low, our system will extract a viewpoint of a reasonable size where the ball is scaled to a visible size. Although in some frames only the ball is displayed for the lowest display resolution, it will not cause a problem because those frames will be filtered out by post camera selection.
Viewpoint sizes of smoothed sequences under different smoothing strengths are compared in Fig. 10a . With all other parameters being the same, the ratio of r 2 to r 1 is tuned for all the five cases. A higher ratio of r 2 to r 1 corresponds to a stronger smoothing process while a smaller ratio means weaker smoothing. When r 2 =r 1 ¼ 1 where very weak smoothing is applied, we obtain a quite accidented sequence, which results in a flickering video with a lot of dramatic viewpoint movements. With the increasing of r 2 =r 1 ratio, the curve of viewpoint movement becomes to have less sharp peaks, which provides perceptually more comfortable contents. Another important observation is that generated sequences will be quite different from our initial selection based on saliency information, if too strong smoothing has been performed with a very large r 2 =r 1 . This will cause such problems as the favorite player or the ball is out of the smoothed viewpoint. Ratio r 2 =r 1 should be determined by considering the trade-off between locally optimized viewpoints and globally smoothed viewpoint sequences. By visually checking the generated videos, we consider that results with a weak smoothing such as r 2 =r 1 ¼ 4 are already perceptually acceptable by viewing the demo video.
We then verify our smoothing algorithm for camera sequence.
Smoothed camera sequences under various smoothing strength c are depicted in Fig. 10b . The smoothing process takes the probability defined in Eq. (11) as initial values, and iterates the fixed-point updating rule with a neighborhood of size thirty until convergence. A camera sequence without smoothing corresponds to the topmost sub-graph in Fig. 10b , while the sequence with the strongest smoothing is plotted in the bottom sub-graph. It is clear that there are many dramatic camera switches in an unsmoothed sequence, which leads to even more annoying visual artifacts than fluctuated viewpoint position, as we can see from the generated videos. Therefore, we prefer strong smoothing on camera sequences and will use c ¼ 0:8 in following experiments.
In Fig. 11a and b, we compare viewpoints and cameras in generated sequences with respect to different display resolutions, respectively. From top to bottom, we show results for display resolution u DEV ¼ 160; 320, and 640 in three sub-graphs. When the same camera is selected, we observe that a larger viewpoint is preferred by a higher display resolution. When different cameras are selected, we need to consider both the position of selected camera and the position of determined viewpoint in evaluating the coverage of output scene. Again, we confirm that sizes of viewpoints increase when display resolution becomes larger. Before the 400th frame, the event occurs in the right court. We find that the 3rd camera, i.e., the top-view with wide-angle lens, appears more often in the sequence of u DEV ¼ 640 than that of u DEV ¼ 160 and their viewpoints are also broader, which proves that a larger resolution prefers a wider view. Although the 2nd camera appears quite often in u DEV ¼ 160, its corresponding viewpoints are much smaller in width. This camera is selected because it provides a side view of the right court with salient object gathered closer than other camera views due to projective geometry. For the same reason, the 3rd camera appears more often in u DEV ¼ 160 when the game moves to the left court from the 450th frame to the 950th frame. This conclusion is further confirmed by thumbnails in Fig. 12 , where frames from index 100 to 900 are arranged into a table for the above three display resolutions.
Due to the fact that different cameras were selected, viewpoints determined under u DEV ¼ 640 seem to be closer than those under u DEV ¼ 320 in the last five columns of Fig. 12 . This reflects the inconsistency of relative importance between completeness and closeness in viewpoint selection. Since only central points of salient objects are calculated in the criteria for viewpoint selection, result viewpoints are not continuous under different resolution. Although camera-7 is similar to camera-1 with linear zooming in, their optimal viewpoints might have different emphases on completeness and closeness. This consistency also exists in separated selection of cameras and viewpoints. If viewpoint selection focuses more on closeness and camera selection focuses more on completeness, a small cropping area on camera-7 will be first selected in viewpoint selection for u DEV ¼ 320, and then be rejected in the Frame Index i following camera selection due to insufficient completeness. Subjective test will help us to tune the relative weighting of completeness and closeness. It is more important to implement simultaneous selection of viewpoints and cameras, which requires both inclusion of positional information of cameras such as using homography, and an analytically solvable criterion for viewpoint selection. These issues are our major work in the near future. In all above experiments, no narrative user preferences are included. If the user has special interests on a certain camera view, we could assign a higher weighting w k ðuÞ to the specified camera.
In our case, we set w k ðuÞ ¼ 1:0 for not-specified cameras and w k ðuÞ ¼ 1:2 for a user-specified camera. We compare the camera sequences under different preferences in Fig. 13 . As we can easily see from the graph, a camera appears more times when it is specified, which reflects the user preference on camera views. As for user preference on teams or players, the difference between viewpoints with and without user preferences is difficult to tell without a well-defined evaluation rule, because all players are always cluttered together during the game. In fact, we are more interested in reflecting user preferences on players or teams by extracting their (a) (b) Fig. 11 . Comparison of generated camera and viewpoint sequences under three different display resolutions 160, 320 and 640. Viewpoint smoothing strength is r2=r1 ¼ 4
and camera smoothing strength c is set to 0.8.
relative frames. We thus omit the results on player or team selection, but explore them later along with results from our future work on video summarization.
Robustness of our system against incomplete meta-data
To verify our system in real application scenario, we have to investigate the robustness of our system against incomplete meta-data. Starting from manually annotated salient objects, we performed random deletion of salient objects, including both players and referees, to simulate the error of automatic detection, where each salient object was deleted according to a specified probability. We compared the production result based on complete meta-data to five incomplete cases, with different deletion probabilities from 10% to 50%, and plotted the width of selected viewpoints after weak smoothing ðr 2 =r 1 ¼ 1Þ in Fig. 14 . Four cameras are plotted, which include camera-1 for the side-view of the left court, camera-6 for the side-view of the right court, camera-3 for the top-view of the right court and camera-5 for the top-view of the left court. Our system produced more noisy sequences of selected viewpoints when probabilities of object deletion went higher. However, the overall profile is still preserved in the noisy case.
We also plot the results after stronger smoothing, with r 2 =r 1 ¼ 8 in Fig. 15 . After performing the smoothing process of viewpoint sequences, these profiles of selected viewpoints from incomplete meta-data became quite closer to that from complete meta-data, although they were deteriorated due to the missing of some salient objects. Therefore, inclusion of smoothing process is not only meaningful for removing flickering artifacts, but also important in improving the robustness against incompleteness of salient objects.
Although we have achieved some promising progress in automatic ball detection, it is still a very difficult task because the ball is small, similar to the background and sometimes occluded by the player. Instead of using automatically detected ball positions, we investigate the robustness of our approach against missing of ball positions in the present paper, by comparing two videos produced before and after removing all positional information of the ball in Fig. 16 . Since the ball is usually inside the major player cluster, missing of ball will not cause significant difference for most of the time. Significant differences occurred within the period from the 1000th to 1200th frames, when the ball was in the left court with two players and all other players were in the right court. The inclusion of ball positions is very important if we want to assure that the ball is always included in the view.
On the other hand, several dedicated player detectors with high detection rate have been successfully implemented for the APIDIS project [18] [19] [20] . In Fig. 17 , we compare results based on manually annotated meta-data to those based on automatically detected salient objects obtained in Ref. [18] , where accurate player detection is achieved by fusing the calibrated foreground masks from multiple views to solve the problem of reflection, occlusion and shadow in the single view case. In both cases, we use manually annotated ball positions. Significant difference appears again in the period from the 1100th to 1200th frame in camera-3 and camera-6, both focusing on the right court. By checking the video, all players and referees evenly scattered over the whole court during that period, with two players and one referee in the left court preparing for starting a new round and all other players and referees in the right court. Since automatically detected results have missing objects quite often in the right-bottom corner of the court, it leads to a smaller viewpoint than the one we got from manually annotated salient objects. When players gather together, misdetection of objects does not affect selected viewpoints much. Furthermore, we conclude that the automatic player detector is very accurate, by both viewing Fig. 17 and verifying their bounding boxes in the videos.
Subjective evaluation
Before designing our plan for subjective test, we presented a set of demo videos produced under different parameters to 25 viewers during WIAMIS 2009, and asked them to fill a questionnaire, which Fig. 12 . Thumbnails of frames in generated sequences under three different display resolutions 160, 320 and 640. Viewpoint smoothing strength is r2=r1 ¼ 4 and camera smoothing strength c is set to 0.8. Fig. 13 . Comparison of generated camera sequences under different user preferences on camera views for u DEV ¼ 640. Viewpoint smoothing strength is r2=r1 ¼ 4 and camera smoothing strength c is set to 0.8.
consists of 10 questions. The corresponding answers are plotted in Fig. 18 . They confirm that changing the behavior of the production system by tuning parameters in Section 3.1 is not only reflected in the above graphs, but also visually perceptible. The importance of our three key concepts (smoothness, closeness and completeness) and two important user preferences (preferred view and preferred player) is recognized by most of the viewers. Furthermore, nearly all viewers agree that the concept of autonomous production sys- tem is relevant. It is interesting to find that utilization of top view is not well accepted by the viewers, which is the major production artifact reported in the questionnaire. Unstable viewpoint movement and low video quality of zoomed viewpoints are two other important artifacts.
Based on the above results, we disabled top-view cameras and performed strong smoothing to stabilize the viewpoint movement when preparing test materials for subjective evaluation. Testing materials were produced from a longer period of over 18 min, which covers the whole second-quarter of the basketball match. Manually annotated ball positions, and automatically detected players and referees were collected [18] . We also collected two production results manually made by experts as referential materials. The expected device resolution was set to 640 Â 480 and parameters for automatic production were r 2 =r 1 ¼ 8; c ¼ 0:3.
We design the process of subjective evaluation as first dividing the second-quarter into shorter segments, randomly selecting a clip from these three producing strategies for each segment, and then displaying it to a viewer. This viewer is then asked to rate the current clip, without knowing its corresponding production strategy. Two distinct notions of rating have been considered, each of them leading to an experiment. In the first experiment, we divided the video into 33 segments and asked 20 viewers to rate their global appreciation on each segment. Although the automatically produced video received more ''highest" scores than manually produced videos, most of the segments were evaluated as ''low", as shown in Fig. 19a . Poor sensor quality during acquisition (IP video surveillance cameras), and significant deterioration of video quality after cropping, resampling and re-encoding might have distracted the viewers' attention from comparing the performance of various producing strategies to evaluating the image quality. Therefore, in a second experiment of subjective evaluation, we divided the video into 30 segments by merging some over-short segments, and the viewers were instructed to focus their evaluation on viewpoint/camera selection. We plotted results from 10 reviewers in Fig. 19b , where the difference between strategies becomes more significant and automatically produced video received higher grades than other manual strategies in viewpoint/camera selection. We further plot user-wise and segment-wise average scores of three different production strategies in the second round test along with their corresponding numbers of samples in Fig. 20a and b , respectively. The average score is computed by assigning 1 to ''Unacceptable", 2 to ''Acceptable", 3 to ''Nice", and 4 to ''Excellent". For a given segment, if one strategy was never selected due to our small number of viewers, we set the average score of this strategy on the current segment to zero, so that in Fig. 20b we can easily separate this invalid case from other valid data. The 10 viewers are further divided into two categories, i.e., two basketball coaches and eight general public, which are expected to have different viewing purposes. We summarize results of subjective evaluation from Figs. 19 and 20 as follows:
1. Our production strategy is evaluated to have the best performance, according to the fact that automatically produced video received higher grades than other manually produced results, no matter whether the viewers are instructed to focus on global quality or on viewpoint/camera selection in Fig. 19 . This conclusion is also supported by the fact that automatically produced video is preferred by most of the viewers (Fig. 20a ) on the majority of segments (Fig. 20b ). 2. User appreciation varies with the viewing purpose, which makes automatic and personalized production of video important and relevant. In Fig. 20a , the first two users were basketball coaches, while all other eight viewers were all general public. We saw quite different trends on these two kinds of users, i.e., viewers from general public preferred automatic results, while the two coaches preferred expert results. By asking for further comments from these two coaches, we find that coaches have different requirements from common users. For example, they mainly care about stability of camera selection. They do not like camera switching during an action. For them, close viewpoint is an important, but secondary concern to continuous rendering of the action. By checking manually produced videos, we find that experts used two main cameras (camera-1 and camera-6) in 80-90% of the whole time and only resized the viewpoints in a few special cases, such as close-up view of players/referee during free-shoot actions. In order to reduce the burden of each viewer in subjective evaluation, we used only one automatically produced result which was targeted at satisfying general users, which is thus less suitable to the requirement of coaches. However, it is still much easier to meet different requirements from various users by changing parameters and including special rules in the automatic video production than by manually producing different versions of videos. For example, we can choose parameters in viewpoint selection to favor a wider viewpoint and disable camera switching within each action to further stable the scene, to meet the special requirement of coaches. 3. Since only 10 viewers have evaluated the videos, we only check segments where the significant difference between two production strategies is supported by at least three viewers on each strategy in Fig. 20b . Our automatic system is stronger in producing a closer view sequence with less occlusions and smoother camera switching, which is reflected by segments 3, 13, 15 and 30. On the contrary, manual production is better in dealing with complicated scenarios by fine manipulation of camera switching. For example, to present the free-shoot actions in segments 12, 22 and 28, both experts (especially expert-2) use a series of camera views, including both closeup views on dominant objects (referee and player) and topviews of the ball trail, which we think might be better in scene organization than our automatic system because they adopted conventional principles widely used in the field of TV production. We explain the difference in subjective appreciation as follows. On the one hand, manual results receive lower grades than automatic results mainly due to the fact that the automatic system stays closer to the action, without loosing it. On the other hand, the weakness of our automatic system is obvious in dealing with the long break in segment 22, where expert results focus the viewpoint on one of the team during the break while our automatically produced video focuses on the referees who were holding the ball. Hence, in the future, we plan to study the necessity of integrating and mimicking some conventional production principles adopted in some specific game actions (e.g. free-throw, dead time, etc.) in our system.
Related works
User-centric adaptation of video contents is required in our evolving information environment to meet requirements of various users using different transmission methods and heterogeneous
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Low High Highest Unacceptable Acceptable Nice Excellent Fig. 19 . Results of subjective evaluation between automatically produced video, and two videos that have been manually produced by experts.
terminal devices. Compared to video summarization for frame selection and interactive video streaming for adaptive video compression and transmission, automatic editing of frame contents is a less studied topic in the whole working flow of video generation, maybe due to the difficulty of analyzing video contents.
In the literature, previous approaches proposed for autonomous multi-camera video production can be classified into two major categories. Methods in the first category only perform camera selection, where camera switching is triggered by certain detected activities, such as an object entering the field of view or an audio event happening. Ref. [25] proposed a system for multimodal meetings, which selects the camera based on pre-defined rules, such as focusing more on the person who speaks first and longer, avoiding fast camera switching and suppressing too long shots. Ref. [24] , also designed for conference, recognizes view types from pre-recorded conference/lectures and re-organizes a brief version of the contents by selecting the camera view. Camera selection for athletic videos is discussed in Ref. [26] based on rules defined on user preferences and the characteristics of athletic events. The second category captures a rich visual signal, either based on omnidirectional cameras or on wide-angle multi-camera setting, to offer some flexibility in rendering the scene to the receiver-end. The approach proposed in Ref. [27] allows both user-control and computer control of selecting the view area from an omni-directional capturing system by automatic detection of specified activity in the scenario of meeting room, based on two simple rules, i.e., to switch to the new speaker and to avoid too long shots on the same person. In Refs. [28, 29] , a best shot is selected from a list of candidate shots for each scene from a video conference and a multiplayer game tv show, according to a pre-defined set of cenematic rules. However, in Refs. [27] [28] [29] , the shot parameters (i.e., the cropping parameters in the view at hand) stay fixed until the camera is switched. Furthermore, a shot is directly associated to an object, so that in final the shot selection ends up in selecting the objects to render, which might be difficult and irrelevant in contexts that are more complex than a video conference or a multiplayer game tv show.
Compared to all above scenarios, such as meeting room and athletic video, we target at people-dense, high activity team-sports, which not only increases the difficulty in automatic detection of salient objects but also requires a more complicated mechanism for viewpoint/camera selection. Our approach of autonomous video production is different from these previous methods in the following three aspects: (1) We perform viewpoint selection along with camera selection. (2) In our methods, we do not perform view switching between several key objects, but select the proper viewpoint based on the joint processing of the positions of multiple detected objects. (3) We care about the visual comfortness of produced sequences as well as accurate selection in each individual frame, to best render the action occurring in the covered area according to user preferences and trade-off between closeness, completeness and smoothness that we have defined in this paper.
Conclusion
An autonomous system for producing personalized videos from multiple camera views has been proposed. We discussed automatic adaptation of viewpoints with respect to display resolution and scenario contents, data fusion within multiple camera views, and smoothness of viewpoint and camera sequences for fluent story-telling. By performing subjective tests, we have verified the relevance of our key concepts and demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach. Furthermore, subjective tests have revealed that production of personalized video is desired by various users to meet their different viewing requirements, e.g, the different expectation of coaches and general public to the produced videos, which is a strong motivation to make video production automatic.
There are four major advantages of our methods: (1) Semantic oriented. Rather than using low-features such as edges or appearance of frames, our production is based on semantic understanding of the scenario, which could deal with more complex semantic user preference. (2) Computationally efficient. We take a divide-andconquer strategy and consider a hierarchical processing, which is efficient in dealing with long video contents because its overall time is almost linearly proportional to the number of events included. (3) Genericity. Since our sub-methods in each individual steps are all independent from the definition of salient objects and interests, this framework is not limited to basketball videos, but able to be applied to other controlled scenarios. (4) Unsupervised. Although there are some parameters left to set by users, the system is unsupervised.
The present work also leaves the space for further improvements. We will search for an improved criterion for analytically solvable selection of viewpoints, which allows better representation for salient objects such as using motion particles or flexible body models instead of simple bounding boxes, with a manageable computation burden. Furthermore, we separate the selection and smoothing of viewpoints and cameras into four sub-steps in the current version to simplify the formulation. However, they should be solved in a unified estimation because their results affect each other. We also need to find more supports for our selection criteria of viewpoint and cameras and search for optimal parameters by performing deeper subjective evaluations.
